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What is Climate Home?

Climate Weekly: Irma and the IPCC

US senate committee votes to reinstate funding to UN climate treaty

EU and others to fill UN climate science funding gap left by Trump

Norway election could be a turning point for Arctic oil

Scotland sets 2032 ban on new diesel and petrol cars, funds carbon capture

Lobbying data reveals carmakers’ influence in Berlin

Irma forces Caribbean delegates to abandon UN climate science meeting

News: Representatives from Caribbean island nations want to put extreme weather damage on the agenda for the next IPCC comprehensive report
Why we cover the Green Climate Fund

• Climate finance is fundamental to the Paris Agreement
• Political drama
• Real people
• Developed country pledges
• Window into wider challenges for climate finance
• Information bridge
Themes

EU, France accused of hijacking ‘Africa-led’ clean energy scheme
Published on 15/04/2017, 2:43pm
African head of $10bn programme quits, saying French environment minister Segolene Royal interfered to impose EU-preferred projects

Rich countries oppose bid to drought-proof Ethiopian communities
Published on 03/04/2017, 1:29pm
Debate at Green Climate Fund board meeting in Songdo exposes rich-poor tensions over flagship initiative’s funding priorities
Barriers to international accountability

• Lack of public awareness
• Language/communication barriers
• Tedium
• Lack of access to decision makers or data
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